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Abstract
In this work, a graphene őeld-effect transistor (GFET) was demonstrated as a

sensing platform for glucose detection. The linker molecule pyrenebutanoic acid suc-
cinimidyl ester (PSE) and enzyme glucose oxidase (GOx) were successfully employed to
functionalize the graphene channel in FET. The GOx enzyme was immobilized on the
channel for glucose detection as it induces a selective catalytic glucose reaction. The
functionalization process was characterized by Raman spectroscopy and Atomic force
microscopy (AFM). The fabricated graphene-based biosensors enabled the electrical
detection of glucose in two different setups. By the Dirac point shift in dependency of
resistance on continual change of gate voltage and by the sample resistance response
at constant gate voltage. This study indicates that graphene holds great promise for
the development of nanoelectronic biosensors including glucose level monitoring appli-
cations.

Abstrakt
V této práci byl demonstrován grafenový polem řízený transistor (GFET) jako plat-

forma pro detekci glukózy. Sukcinimidyl ester pyrenbutanové kyseliny (PSE) sloužící
jako nosič a enzym glukóza oxidáza (GOx), byly úspěšně použity k funkcionalizaci
grafenového kanálu v FE transitoru. Enzym GOx byl imobilizován na grafenovém
kanálu pro glukózovou detekci, jelikož indukuje selektivní katalytickou reakci glukózy.
Proces funkcionalizace byl charakterizován pomocí Ramanovy spektroskopie a Atom-
ární silové mikroskopie (AFM). Vyrobený biosenzor na bázi grafenu umožnil elektrickou
detekci glukózy ve dvou různých zapojeních. Prostřednictvím posunu Diracova bodu
v závislosti odporu na spojité změně hradlového napětí a prostřednictvím jednoduché
odporové odezvy při konstantním napětí na hradle. Tato studie naznačuje, že grafen
je slibným materiálem pro vývoj nanoelektronických biosenzorů včetně aplikací pro
monitorování hladiny glukózy.
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Introduction

Discussions regarding biological sensors have dominated research in recent years. This
work focuses on the revolutionary two-dimensional graphene which is employed in the
form of a sensing electrode channel for improving an analytical performance of a glucose
biosensor. Thanks to its remarkable properties characterized by high electrical mobility,
ambipolar effect, high electron transfer rate, as well as large speciőc surface area, and
biocompatibility, graphene meets the requirements for application in an ideal biosensing
system. The large speciőc surface area predetermines that graphene is highly responsive
to changes on its surface.

In electrochemical biosensors, the detection is performed through a transducer ele-
ment which transforms the changes on to an electrical signal. Such changes are caused
by interactions between biomolecules that produce or consume electrons. In combina-
tion with high electrical mobility, graphene has a signiőcant potential to be employed
for direct charge carrier transfer between the biomolecules and electrode. However,
biomolecules capable of speciőc and selective reaction with other biomolecules, biore-
ceptor molecules, must be immobilized on the surface of graphene. This is achieved
by the functionalization of graphene which provides the best way to achieve a highly
sensitive and selective response on relevant biochemical substances.

Over the last decades, rapid technological and economic developments affected per-
sonal lifestyles and have led to a signiőcant increase in welfare diseases. Diabetes,
characterized by an increased blood glucose level, is one of the most common. Histori-
cally, glucose monitoring is crucial both in the diagnosis of diabetes and in the overall
development of biosensors. Therefore, it is not surprising that glucose-sensing devices
dominate the global biosensor market and real-time sensing. Nevertheless, it is not only
healthcare that is fascinated by glucose detection, but there is both strong interest and
investments from the industry as well, also including various non-medical-based appli-
cations. Precisely, the research on glucose detection systems is represented in various
őelds such as physics, chemistry, material science, and biotechnology, in the pursuit of
the development of minimally invasive, miniaturized, and maximally sensitive sensors.

In our laboratories at IPE FME BUT, so far, sensors based on physisorption without
the possibility of selectively distinguishing only one speciőc substance were studied.
However, this work focuses on the selective detection of a single substance, glucose.
As already mentioned, glucometers are the most common type of biosensors, so there
is a wealth of information and studies enabling us to compare the results achieved by
graphene sensors with others. Most frequently, glucose sensors work on the principle
of selective reaction of glucose with the enzyme glucose oxidase (GOx). The same
approach was implemented to develop our graphene-based glucose biosensor, which
employs the GOx as a biological recognition element.

The device is designed to operate in two different setups and to respond only to the
presence of glucose in the solution. The őrst setup employs a solution-gated graphene
őeld-effect transistor (GFET) which utilizes graphene as the conductive channel across
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it. The GFET is appropriate for the thorough electronic characterization of graphene.
In addition to the detection of chemical and biological species, GFETs allow revealing
their doping effects on the graphene channel, as well as the carrier mobility of graphene.
The second setup is based on a straightforward resistance dependency of the GOx-
functionalized graphene channel in response to different glucose concentrations. Hereby,
the device enables continuous real-time monitoring of the glucose level.
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1. Electrochemical biosensors
A biosensor is an analytical device capable of providing speciőc quantitative or semi-
quantitative analytical information. A simple biosensor is shown in Fig. 1.1. It contains
a biological recognition element (bio-receptor) that is either part of or in close contact
with a physicochemical transducer, and electronics responsible for signal processing and
display. The transducer transforms one signal into another one, which we can measure.
The intensity of the generated signal (usually an electronic one) is directly or inversely
proportional to the analyte concentration. The bio-receptor recognizes studied analyte
up to the molecular level, which provides high sensitivity, speciőcity and the possibility
of optimizing the sensor for a given analytical problem [1].

Detected molecules

Signal processing

and display 
Analyte Transducer

Bio-receptor

Electrical

converter

Figure 1.1: Scheme of a typical biosensor.

Biosensors can be divided according to bio-receptor or transducer elements, or their
combinations. We select both of these elements by the type of measured physical
quantity, the type of analyte under study and the properties of the sample. There
are three predominant groups that classify biosensors by the type of a biological

recognition element, i.e. biocatalytic, immuno and DNA sensors [2].

Biocatalytic sensors contain a bioelement that converts an analyte by chemi-
cal reactions. Such a reactive element comprise of one or more enzymes, whole cells,
microorganisms (bacteria, fungi, yeast cell), or plant or animal tissue. Enzyme elec-
trochemical biosensors are sought-after systems for efficient activity, speciőcity and
simple, inexpensive instrumentation. The most commercialized proliferation of biocat-
alytic sensors is undoubtedly used for blood glucose monitoring.

Immunosensors operate on the principle of selective interaction with analyte. The
interaction results in the formation of a thermodynamically stable bond between the
analyte and an antibody, nucleic acid, or chemoreceptor. Immunosensors are highly spe-
ciőc, selective, and sensitive to the reaction of an antigen with an antibody. The most
common immunosensor transducers are optical systems, in which interacting molecules
are activated, for example, by imaging/labeling compounds, and piezoelectric systems.

DNA sensors are analogous to immunosensors and they contain deőned DNA
or RNA nucleic acid fragments. Upon delivery of an unknown nucleic acid to the
immobilized fragment, base-pairing of the two elements occurs and generates nucleic
acid structures.
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Classiőcation by the type of the physicochemical transducer is another
characteristic to distinguish between individual biosensing systems. The transducer
converts a certain physical quantity that is characteristic for each interaction between
the analyte and biological element into a measurable signal by electrochemical, optical,
piezoelectric, acoustic, or calorimetric methods. In this study, the emphasis is on the
electrochemical biosensing system.

1.1 Electrochemical enyzamtic biosensor

The őrst electrochemical biosensor was introduced by Prof. Leland Clark in the 1960s
and was designed to measure blood glucose [3]. The electrochemical biosensor is analyt-
ical device that transduces biochemical events to electrical signals, such as the reaction
or interaction between a bio-receptor and analyte [4]. If we use an enzyme as a bio-
logical recognition component, we are talking about electrochemical enzyme sensors.
In enzyme-catalyzed reactions, hydrogen peroxide is formed (except for water-forming
oxidases) or oxygen is consumed (for all oxidases). The production and consumption
of these substances can generally be described as:

𝑆𝑢𝑏𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒+𝑂2

Enzyme−−−−→ 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡+𝐻2𝑂2. (1.1)

Immobilization of the enzyme

The immobilization technique makes possible to fasten the biological material to parts
of the sensor. In particular, it is essential to form a strong bond with the transducer
element. The individual immobilization methods are summarized in the Fig. 1.2. Im-
mobilization affects the function of the biosensor, mainly the reproducibility, stability,
sensitivity and speed of response. The use of a suitable immobilization method de-
pends on both the bioelement (enzyme) and the nature of the detection device and is
essential for the fabrication of a useful biosensor [5].

Adsorption

E

E E

E

E E

E

E E

E

E E

E

E
E

E

E
E

E

E
P

E

P
E

Cross-linking Covalence and affinity

Entrapment

E

P

Enzyme

Protein

Linker molecule

Figure 1.2: Schematic representation of the different methods of enzyme immobiliza-
tion. Taken and modiőed from [6].
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The classical physical absorption represents one of the simplest methods as
it does not involve any functionalization and is non-destructive to the activity of the
enzyme. Initially, enzyme is dissolved in a solution and the solid support is exposed to
the solution for a őxed period of time. The enzyme molecules react with the surface
under suitable conditions and adsorb on it. Subsequently, the unadsorbed residues are
then washed away. Nevertheless, enzymes are loosely bound to the support by weak
interactions such as van der Waal’s and electrostatic interactions. Therefore, binding
is more susceptible to changes in temperature, pH and ionic strength [6].

The entrapment is another physical method based on enzyme immobilization in
3D matrices such as electropolymers, photopolymers or silica gels. Again, it is one
of the most stable and straightforward immobilization methods that does not modify
the enzyme. However, one of the limiting factors is the possibility of the biomolecule
leaching through the porous matrix, lower sensitivity and the reduced performance of
the device due to the diffusion barriers [6].

The cross-linking means that the enzymes hold together either to each other or in
the presence of another reagent. Such a strong bond is an advantage, but the chemical
modiőcation can lead to a loss of activity, since as a rule it is a linking via covalent
bonds [6].

The covalent bonding or the affinity interactions offer stable complexes be-
tween enzymes and supports through chemical interactions. The support must be
initially activated using coupling agents (functional groups). These groups are referred
to as linkers and, in the case of organic linkers, they generally contain interacting
-COOH, -NH2, -SH, -OH terminal moieties1. The following enzyme incubation results
in its binding to the activated surface through a strong bond with the reactive moiety
of the linker. Such bonding is one of the most widely used methods, and has the ad-
vantage of allowing the control of the orientation and the amount of the immobilized
enzyme on the surface. On the other hand, it is usually an irreversible method (change
in the primary structure of the enzyme) that requires a great deal of effort in terms
of the amount of reactans required and complex procedure. Moreover, it may be a
challenge to determine whether the chemical bonding exactly took place or not, and
some linkers may affect the activity of the enzyme [6, 7].

1.2 Glucose detection

In recent years, there has been a sharp increase in diseases of affluence worldwide,
and one of the most common chronic diseases is diabetes mellitus. Therefore, research
and development in the őeld of glucose detection has become of tremendous economic
interest. Indeed, glucose sensors account for about 85% of the entire biosensor market,
making glucose the most commonly tested analyte2. For a healthy individual the

1covalent immobilization of enzymes include activation methods, such as: glutaraldehyde, epichloro-
hydrin, silane epoxide, cyanuric chloride, thiol silane+succinimide ester, chlorotriazine, carbodiimide,
acyl azoture, carbonyldiimidazole, carbodiimide, or 2,2’-dipyridyldisulfur [6]

2other widely used biosensors include cholesterol testing, pregnancy testing, drug discovery, and
today’s conditional SARS-CoV-2 testing
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blood sugar level is in the range of 4.4− 6.6mM3 and the metabolic disorder results in
concentrations higher or lower than the normal range [8].

Nearly all current glucose biosensors are electrochemical as they exhibit high sen-
sitivity, reliability and shelf-like stability. In addition, they exhibit a reasonable unit
cost, convenient maintenance and reproducibility.

Enzymatic detection of glucose in the presence of the enzyme glucose oxidase has
a long tradition, especially its determination using amperometric enzyme biosensors.
These biosensors are characterized by good sensitivity and selectivity, however, many
interfering substances in real samples can reduce these parameters. Impedance analy-
sis is a very sensitive method detecting changes in capacitance and resistance in close
proximity to the electrode. As such, it can therefore serve as an alternative to amper-
ometric sensors, using the determination of changes in impedance parameters during
the enzymatic conversion of glucose on the surface of an electrode with immobilized
glucose oxidase.

Alternatives of non-GOx glucose sensing include glucose dehydrogenases, pyrrolo-
quinolin dehydrogenases for direct electro-oxidation of glucose. However, these sensors
often lack speciőcity and other sugars in the body such as lactose, galactose, maltose,
cellulose, and xylose can interfere with the measurement [9].

Glucose

Glucose is one of the carbohydrates, which are the most common organic compounds,
mostly of plant origin. Carbohydrates are formed primarily during photosynthesis in
green plants from carbon dioxide and water by absorbing energy from the visible spec-
trum. Glucose is a simple monosaccharide from the group of aldohexoses containing
six carbon atoms and an aldehyde group. Chemically pure glucose is a white crys-
talline substance with a sweet taste, commonly found in sweet fruits and other parts
of plants. It occurs in two isomeric forms, the most common and naturally occurring
being D-glucose (molecular projection in Fig. 1.3), while another form is a laboratory
synthesizable L-glucose [10].

D−Glucose L−Glucose

Figure 1.3: Haworth projection of D-glucose and L-glucose [10].

3the unit M of molar concentration corresponds to the SI unit mol/m3
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Glucose oxidase

Thanks to its high selectivity, stability, and especially biocompatibility, the most widely
used bio-receptor for glucose detection is glucose oxidase. Glucose 1-oxidase was dis-
covered in 1928 by Müller and is most often obtained from Aspergillus niger fungus.
It is an enzyme composed of two identical subunits (=dimer), which contains one
ŕavine adenine dinucleotide cofactor per monomer, and a homodimer (a simulation of
the structure of GOx dimer is shown in Fig. 3.6b). GOx is extremely stable in the
lyophilized state (at 0 °C for 2 years, at −15 °C for 8 years). The stability is also depen-
dent on the pH, with the highest stability at around pH 5, and the catalytic activity
decline rapidly below pH 2 and above pH 8.

The glucose biosensor is based on the reaction between GOx and glucose molecules
as shown in the following equation:

D − 𝑔𝑙𝑢𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑒+𝑂2

GOx−−→ 𝑔𝑙𝑢𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑐 𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑑+𝐻2𝑂2 (1.2)

The initial product of glucose oxidation is D-gluconolactone, which is a weak compet-
itive inhibitor of GOx, but spontaneously hydrolyses to gluconic acid. The hydrolysis
rate increases with increasing pH. Using glucose dehydrogenase, gluconolactone can be
reconverted back to glucose. The őrst amperometric biosensors for glucose detection
were based on oxygen consumption during the reaction shown in Eq. 1.2. Oxygen was
detected at the cathode (usually Pt) via electrons generated from further reduction
reaction 𝑂2 + 4𝐻+ + 4𝑒−−→ 2𝐻2𝑂 following the equation 1.2 [3, 9]. This electrode is
known as the Clark electrode [11].

Today, amperometric biosensors based on hydrogen peroxide formation are more
commonly used, and compared to oxygen amperometric biosensors, they show higher
sensitivity. Anodic oxidation of hydrogen peroxide then occurs at the electrode accord-
ing to the equation:

𝐻2𝑂2 −→ 𝑂2 + 2𝐻+ + 2𝑒− (1.3)

The electrochemically determined level of H2O2 is directly proportional to the
amount of glucose [12].

Numerous methods have been used and others are evolving to immobilize GOx for
the use in biosensing devices. The őrst biosensor using GOx was designed by Clark and
Lyons in 1962 who demostrated the GOx immobilization via layers of semipermeable
membranes [3]. Over the years, extensive research has been done on this issue, Tab. 1.1
presents a brief review of methods where GOx was immobilized on a carbon-based
materials, such as a glassy carbon electrode, single- or multi-walled carbon nanotubes
(CNTs), graphene.
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Table 1.1 Glucose oxidase immobilization methods with carbon-based support
materials.

Immobilization
method

Composite and support material

Adsorption GOx layer-by-layer adsorption with dendrimer-encapsulated
Pt nanoparticles on CNTs [13]

GOx adsorption on pyrolytic graphite [14]

Entrapment GOx in silica gel on a glassy carbon electrode [15]

GOx in the composite matrix for CNTs paste electrode [16]

GOx in silk protein őbroin on a CVD graphene FET [17]

Cross-linking GOx/bovine serum albumin mixture cross-linked with glu-
taraldehyde on carbon őlm [18]

Covalence and affinity GOx covalent attachement on glassy carbon using the car-
bodiimide activation method [14]

GOx covalently immobilized on CVD graphene through the
linker molecules [19]
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2. Functionalization of graphene
Graphene is a suitable candidate for application in biosensing, thanks to its high mo-
bility of charge carriers and thermal stability. Unique electrical properties of graphene
coupled with a speciőc recognition properties of a different biosystem immobilized on
its surface would indeed make an ideal miniaturized biosensor. The graphene mono-
layer has a higher surface to volume ratio compared to any other material existing in
nature, thereby, the binding of other atoms and molecules to its surface is of great
interest.

A prerequisite for a wider application of graphene in this area is the development
of chemical methods which immobilize biological molecules onto graphene in a reliable
manner. This is the functionalization process, which allows the introduction of new
characteristics from speciőc functional groups and could potentially pave the way for
graphene’s use in real biotechnological applications. However, the natural hydropho-
bicity of graphene after exposure to ambient air limits the binding of biomolecules to
its surface1 [20]. Therefore, in case of pristine graphene, linker molecules are frequently
employed. Such initiator molecules attach to the graphene surface at one end and at
the other end bind the functional biomolecule. Due to the strong hydrophobicity, the
functionalization of graphene-based materials often employs the graphene oxide (GO)
and reduced graphene oxide (rGO), which increase the hydrophilicity the presence of
oxygen groups [4]. In this work, we focus on pristine graphene prepared by chemi-
cal vapour deposition (CVD), thus, functionalization methods of pristine graphene are
introduced; covalent and non-covalent functionalization, and elemental doping.

2.1 Graphene

Graphene is a 2D carbon material with carbon atoms arranged in a hexagonal form.
The sp2 hybridized carbon atoms have bonds with three neighbours about 1.42Å in
distance. This three bonds are formed via 𝜎 bands as a result from the combination
of s, px, and py orbitals. Furthermore, the fourth band, 𝜋 band, is oriented outside of
the plane and results from the pz orbital. A free electron located in the 𝜋 orbital can
travel through the whole graphene which results in high electron mobility of around
1.5 · 104 cm2 V−1 s−1 characteristic of graphene. This is also known as a 𝜋-electron
cloud and it comprises of a őlled band of 𝜋 orbital (called the valence band), and an
empty band of 𝜋* orbital (called the conduction band). The valence and conduction
bands touch at the edge of the őrst Brillouin zone, thus, predetermine graphene as a
zero bandgap material [22, 23]. For electronic sensors, completely or nearly pristine
graphene can be obtained by three major methods, i.e. mechanical exfoliation, chemical
vapour deposition, or reduction of graphene oxide.

The mechanical exfoliation method provides the highest-quality graphene and
the process does not requiere any special equipment [26]. The principle of exfoliation

1the hydrophobicity is affected by unintentional hydrocarbon contamination from ambient air [20],
moreover, the wettability of graphene is also significantly affected by the substrate [21]
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Figure 2.1: (a) Schematic representation of the mechanical exfoliation process. (b)
Schematic representation of a CVD growth of graphene. Modiőed from [24]. (c) Syn-
thesis route of rGO from graphite [25].

is the mechanical separation of graphene layers kept together by weak van der Waals
forces in graphite using an adhesive tape (Fig. 2.1a). By this top-down approach,
Novoselov et al. originally prepared graphene in the laboratory for the őrst time
in 2004 [27]. Nevertheless, exfoliated pristine graphene is uncontrollable in shape, size
and location, therefore, quite limited for the application in sensor devices [28].

Chemical vapour deposition is the most efficient method (cost, quality) en-
abling the production of large-scale graphene ŕakes. The principle of CVD (Fig. 2.1b)
is the decomposition of hydrocarbons (methane, ethyne, ethene and others) into car-
bon atoms and their subsequent nucleation into a single-atom thick layer on a metal
substrate (copper, nickel). Cu or Ni substrate is annealed in hydrogen and precursor
hydrocarbon gases are pumped into a reaction chamber at elevated temperatures to
grow a graphene monolayer [29]. Alternatively, the highly amorphous graphene őlms
can be transferred to various substrates in the chosen device system. Due to well-
deőned growing conditions, the CVD graphene is highly suitable for application in
nanoelectronics, and photonics. Functionalization is often conditioned by defect sites,
while the CVD graphene is characterized by its high quality, the low reactivity and
the resulting weak binding towards other groups happen to be limiting factors. Yet,
defect sites can be partially adjusted by deposition parameters. The next important
advantage of CVD graphene is relatively simple controlling of the doping concentra-
tion [19]. CVD graphene-based FETs can be employed as immunosensors [30], for the
detection of exosomes by chemically modiőed graphene with antibodies [31], and for
DNA sensing [32].

Reduced graphene oxide is prepared by reduction of GO sheets (Fig. 2.1c) by
proposed strategies including chemical, thermal, electrochemical or photo-catalyzed
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reduction, etc. [33] Hummer’s method is the most used process for the production
of graphite oxide from which the GO sheets are exfoliated. It uses strong acids and
oxidation reagents (NaNO3, KMnO4, H2SO4) to oxidize graphite [34]. So far, complete
reduction of graphene oxide has not been achieved. Residual hydroxyl and epoxy
groups remain on the basal plane of rGO and degrade its conductivity compared to the
pristine graphene. As a result, rGO is not suitable for microelectronic applications, but
preferable for large-scale graphenic materials for instance requiring further modiőcation.
In addition to residual oxygen groups, the reduction process may leave behind defects as
dislocations, therefore, the name rGO is used to distinguish it from pristine graphene.
Nevertheless, thanks to the rich chemistry of such oxygen moieties their presence is
favourable for consequent functionalization or reaction with analyte. Various functional
groups can be linked to rGO through oxygen atoms. In this way, we must not forget
the important role of graphene oxide itself. With a high density of hydroxyl, carboxyl
and epoxy groups, GO enables the formation of a wide range of graphene derivatives,
and thus, is versatile in applications in biotechnology and biosensing [35, 36, 37].

2.2 Covalent fuctionalization

As the name suggests, covalent functionalization occurs through a strong covalent bond,
and it is associated with the electron sharing of the free out-plane electron. There are
two general routes how to form the bond. First, the covalent bond can be performed
using a C=C bond in the aromatic ring of graphene. The second way to form the
covalent bond is through the bond between the oxygen group of rGO and the functional
group. In general, it is more facile to perform this kind of functionalization on rGO
or GO, as it contains oxygen groups which increase the binding as reactive defect
sites. Such groups allow common chemical reactions to occur: isocyanation, carboxylic
acylation, epoxy ring opening, diazation, and addition [38, 39, 40]. Nevertheless, in
this study we focus on pristine graphene prepared by the CVD method and therefore
the issue of rGO and GO functionalization will not be examined in greater detail.

The main methods of covalent functionalization comprise the cycloaddition reac-
tion of free radicals2 or dienophiles3 to sp2 carbon atoms of pristine graphene sheet.
It provides stable and well-deőned systems with tunable degree of functionalization.
Free radicals include, for example, nitrophenyl [43], 4-propargyloxyphenyl [44] groups
derived from diazonium salts, dienophiles include hydrocarbons which contain double
or triple carbon-carbon bonds. Most commonly, free radicals are brought to graphene,
where they react with the double C=C bond. As a result, a single C-C bond is formed
and functional group binds covalently to carbon atoms. The interaction produces a con-
siderable decrease of graphene’s conductivity, as the orbitals of carbon atoms change
from sp2 to the sp3 hybridization [38, 40]. In ref. [45], the covalent addition of phenyl
groups to graphene (from the reaction of benzoyl peroxide), increased the level of hole
doping. Such a graphene sheet was part of the GFET device, and the hole doping char-

2an atom, molecule, or an ion, usually highly chemically reactive, which contains an unpaired
valence electron [41]

3a compound, usually an alkene or alkyne with an electron-withdrawing group which readily reacts
with a diene in the Diels-Alder reaction [42]
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acter was attributed to the physisorbed benzoyl peroxide. Similarly, 4− (2−(pyridin-4-
yl)vinyl)phenyl group of a dye molecule4 of a donor-𝜋-acceptor structure was covalently
coupled to graphene. Functionalization with the dye molecules induces the intramolec-
ular charge-transfer and a bandgap modiőcation of graphene [46].

Apart from free radicals, the sp2 carbons of graphene can also participate in the
Diels-Alder reaction, a chemical reaction between a conjugated electron-rich diene and
an electron-poor dienophile. The interaction results in the addition of dienophiles
to C-C bonds [47]. Graphene can be further decorated for example with dihydroxyl
phenyl groups throught the pyrrolidine rings formed by the addition of dienophile
azomethine ylide [48], or with porphyrin derivatives [49]. As well as azomethine ylide,
diazonium salt, aldehydes or substituted 𝛼-amino acids can also serve as a precursor for
the attachment of desirable functional groups. A covalent binding of radical initiator
molecules by diazonium addition to rGO was performed by Fang et al. [50]. Although
the rGO was employed, the oxygen groups did not participate in the binding of the
molecules. Subsequently, by atom transfer radical polymerization, the initiator-grafted
graphene sheets were further functionalized with linear polystyrene chains. Kwong et al.
[31] modiőed CVD graphene on Si/SiO2 substrate using a covalent linker 4-nitrophenyl
diazonium salt. Here, the covalent character of the functionalization by the linker was
conőrmed by Raman spectroscopy.

2.3 Non-covalent fuctionalization

Methods for non-covalent functionalization of graphene, rGO, and GO include the 𝜋−𝜋

stacking, electrostatic attraction, van der Waals forces, and hydrophobic-hydrophobic
reactions. The resulting force arising from this interaction is a combination of attrac-
tive force as electrostatic, dispersive, and/or inductive interaction, and repulsive force
as exchange repulsion. Unlike the covalent bonding, it does not rupture the conjugated
network of graphene, and electronic properties are preserved. It is a pivotal interaction
for the stabilization of proteins, enzymes, drug complexes, DNA-protein complexes,
organic molecules, and functional nanomaterials, thus, of importance in device and
sensing applications. A fer speciőc examples of non-covalent functionalizations of pris-
tine graphene are further presented [40].

As far as pristine graphene is concerned, the predominantly used interaction of the
functionalized group and the basal plane of graphene is via 𝜋− 𝜋 stacking. The 𝜋− 𝜋

interactions are associated with the interaction between the 𝜋-orbitals of graphene car-
bons and a molecular system. It favors the planarity of the interacting systems, hence,
it is more convenient for the pristine graphene than rGO which exhibits deviations
from the planarity. The interaction arises in three ways and can be explained by the
interaction of two benzene rings, as shown in Fig. 2.2a-c. The őrst slipped (or offset)
stacking, includes the benzene rings on top of each other but slightly displaced. The
second edge-to-face (or T-shaped) stacking, contains two benzene rings in a perpendic-
ular position, with a small possibility to occur around the edge of graphene sometimes
terminated with a H atoms. The third and minor arrangement is a sandwich stacking,

4a highly π-conjugated chromophore with a pyridine moiety (acceptor) [46]
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where C atoms are exactly on top of each other, creating a repulsion from overlapping
𝜋-cloud [40, 51].

(c)(b)(a) (d)

C

O

N

Figure 2.2: Representation of the 𝜋−𝜋 stacking of benzene rings: (a) slipped, (b) edge-
to-face, (c) sandwich type. (d) Chemical structure of the 𝜋 − 𝜋 stacking of graphene
and pyrene-containing molecule PSE [46]. Such stacking corresponds to the sandwich
type, as reported in Ref. [52, 53, 54].

Negatively charged 𝜋-electron cloud of carbon atoms in graphene exhibits an at-
tractive interaction with the 𝜋 orbital of a functional group. The attractive electronic
interaction occurs when the attractive interaction between the 𝜋-electrons and the 𝜎-
framework outweigh the usual contribution of a 𝜋-electron repulsion [51]. However,
this attraction is predominated by a dispersion when the functional system has very
similar electron density. To form a complex through the 𝜋−𝜋 bond, it is necessary that
one system has an abundance and the other a deőciency of electrons [40]. This allows
small aromatic molecules such as pyridine and ŕuorinated benzene derivatives with
aliphatic chains to bond onto graphene surface. Modiőcations of graphene through
the 𝜋− 𝜋 interaction has been reported with perylene- and pyrene-terminal molecules.
Molecules containing perylene include, e.g. pyrelene tetracarboxylic acid [55], perylene-
tetracarboxylic dianhydride [56], and poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) [57]. In the case of
pyrene derivatives, PSE [31, 52, 58, 59, 60, 61] is widely used to immobilize biomolecules
with amino groups, such as proteins, peptides, amino-DNA and other molecules. In
spite of that, Liu et al. [62] demonstrated the attachment with similar pyrene back-
bone structures: 1-pyrenebutyric acidic acid, 1-pyrenebutanol, 1-pyreneacetic acid, 1-
pyrenecarboxylic acid and pyrene-1-boronic acid. The schematic representation of the
𝜋 − 𝜋 stacking between graphene and pyrene-containing molecule PSE is represented
in Fig. 2.2d.

Moreover, the 𝜋 − 𝜋 stacking can be used directly to detect dopamine. Dopamine
reacts selectively through 𝜋 − 𝜋 interactions with graphene present on the electrodes
of the sensor, and thus, does not interfere with ascorbic acid, which commonly occurs
in dopamine detection [63].

Apart from the 𝜋− 𝜋 interactions, other signiőcant non-covalent functionalizations
of graphene involve the hydrophobic interaction between graphene characteristic for
its hydrophobicity in ambient conditions and other hydrophobic or partially hydropho-
bic molecules. Such molecules have hydrophobic parts which interact with graphene
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surface, and hydrophilic parts which interact with a solvent5. Consequently, the func-
tionalization of graphene is mainly used to make graphene dispersive in solution sys-
tems (organic solvents or water). The technique can also serve for graphite exfoliation
in the solution. The exfoliation is caused by functional groups penetrating between
graphenic layers as wedges and attaching to nanosheets. Graphene nanosheets are
gradually dissociated from each other and stabilize in the solution system [63].

2.4 Elemental doping of graphene

It should be added that the functionalization of graphene is performed not only for
biosensing purposes, but also for tuning its electronic properties. Herein, a brief review
is given on the matter of chemical doping of graphene, which may result in electron
doping of graphene, band gap opening and/or change of the electrochemical proper-
ties. Chemical doping occurs when the graphene lattice interacts with atoms of a
different chemical composition. Two types of chemical doping are distinguished; sub-

stitutional doping, when a carbon atom of a graphene lattice is replaced by another
atom, or adsorption-induced doping, when atom/molecules exchange electrons with
graphene and adsorb on its surface.

Boron and nitrogen are the best candidates for substitutes into the honeycomb
graphene lattice, as they have atomic sizes similar to carbon and the number of electrons
differs by one compared to C. Boron exhibits an electron acceptor characteristic (p-type
doping), while nitrogen exhibits an electron donor characteristics (n-type doping). Such
incorporation of foreign atoms disrupt the sp2 hybridization of C atoms, thus, leads to
a Fermi level shift and to the opening of the band gap. The Fermi level of graphene
is driven below the Dirac point for p-type doping, whereas, n-type doping drives the
Fermi level above the Dirac point.

Compared to the substitutional doping, the adsorption-induced doping does not
disrupt the structure of graphene and is usually reversible. n-Type doping occurs when
the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) of the dopant is above the Fermi level
of graphene6. On the contrary, p-type doping occurs when the lowest unocuppied
molecular orbital (LUMO) of the dopant is below the Fermi level of graphene7 [64, 65].

Characterization of the functionalization

In this work, Raman spectroscopy and atomic force microscopy were used as charac-
terization tools of the functionalization. These techniques are routinely used to obtain
information regarding the number of layers, the quality, effects of perturbations, and
surface morphology of graphene [66]. In the following paragraphs, their principles will
be brieŕy explained.

Principle of Raman spectroscopy

Raman spectroscopy is a non-destructive method of studying the composition of sub-
stances that differ on the basis of bonds between atoms. The basic principle of Raman

5e.g. surfactants, ionic liquids or macromolecules
6applies to molecules with electron donating groups
7applies to molecules with electron accepting groups
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spectroscopy is the inelastic scattering of monochromatic light from a laser. The laser
photon interacts with vibrations of molecules, lattice oscillations (phonons) and other
excitations, as a result of which the energy of the photon decreases or increases. Most
often, the photon transfers energy to the electron, which excites it to a higher energy
level. When the electron returns to the original level, it emits a photon with the same
energy (and the same wavelength) as the original photon. This elastic scattering is
called Rayleigh scattering and is not signiőcant for the analysis of the Raman spec-
trum itself. Inelastic Stokes and Anti-Stokes scattering are of major importance for
the analysis of information from the Raman spectrum. During Stokes scattering, after
excitation, the electron returns to a higher energy level than from which it was excited.
During deexcitation, a photon emits at lower energy (and higher in wavelength) than
the original photon. Anti-Stokes scattering is less likely, in which the electron returns
to a lower energy level during deexcitation and emits a photon with a higher energy
(and smaller wavelength).

The difference between the energy of an incident and an emitted photon is the en-
ergy that has been transferred to the molecules for the transition between individual
vibrational states, phonon interactions and for other crystal lattice phenomena. Ac-
cording to the measured energy entering back into the microscope, it is possible to
characterize the molecules [67, 68].

Principle of atomic force microscopy

Atomic force microscopy is one of the most widespread scientiőc techniques for examin-
ing the morphology of solid surfaces with high resolution. The technique uses specially
made needle-shaped tips with a tip of a few nanometers. The distance between the tip
and the sample is between 0.1 and 10 nm and can be controlled with an accuracy of up
to 0.01Å.

In AFM, the interaction of the tip with the surface is characterized by means of
a force acting between them (van der Waals forces, capillary forces, chemical bonds,
electrostatic forces). The force is proportional to the distance between the tip and
the sample surface. Quantitatively, the force interaction between two neutral atoms
can be approximated by the Lennard-Jones potential, which is based on the van der
Waals-London interaction representing the attractive component, and Pauli’s exclusion
principle, which is the repulsive component. When the tip-surface distance is changed,
the force deviates from its initial value. The feedback system removes this deviation
with the added signal and records its value. The computer then draws a topographic
image of the surface from the signal recorded during the scan [68, 69].
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3. Biosensor based on graphene field-

effect transistor
Field-effect transistors (FETs) are primarily used as ampliőers or logical switches. In
case of switches, the channel material (semiconducting) must have a high on/off ratio of
the ŕowing current. In other words, a sufficient difference between the on-state current
and off-state current must be achieved when a switching gate voltage is applied. Thus,
the conductive channel material should have a band gap between the conduction and
valence bands enabling the decrease of its conductance. GFETs consist of graphene,
known for its zero band gap, employed as the conductive channel. In this regard,
several approaches have been introduced to open its band gap enabling it to turn its
conduction on or off. A well-known method is to break the symmetry of the graphene
structure, for example by forming graphene narrowings, bilayers, or by substituting
carbon atoms in graphene with other atoms or molecules.

In graphene-based sensors, the on-off ratio is not as critical as in logical units,
and GFET works more like ampliőer. Moreover, thanks to the combination of high
carrier mobility and sensitivity to surface effects of graphene, GFETs are an encour-
aging approach to such sensor devices. In combination with the speciőcity provided
by the functionalization of graphene, GFETs hold tremendous promise for application
in biosensors. In such a device, the graphene channel represents a transducer, thus,
a key component for the immobilization of a biological recognition element (enzymes,
antibodies, or nucleic acids).

3.1 Principle of GFET

As the name suggests, in a őeld-effect transistor, we control the current ŕow of charge
carriers in the channel by applied transversal electric őeld. The current is carried by
only one type of charge carrier (electrons or holes), hence its other name, unipolar
transistor. Compared to bipolar transistors, the FET device allows a high-frequency
response. A FET consists of a semiconducting channel, and three electrodes: drain
(D), source (S), and gate (G), as illustrated in the diagram of a general FET, shown in
Fig. 3.1a. A current ŕows through the channel that is insulated from the gate electrode
and placed between the source and the drain. An applied voltage 𝑉DS between D and
S results in a ŕow of charge carriers through the conductive channel. Applied gate
voltage 𝑉G modulates the charge carrier density of the channel, and enables to control
the output drain-source current 𝐼DS. For the case in Fig. 3.1a, the FETs channel is an
n-type semiconductor, and electrons are majority charge carriers [70, 71].

A special type of FET is a graphene őeld-effect transistor (GFET). A fundamental
three-terminal GFET is similar to the conventional FET, where the conductive channel
consists of graphene. GFET takes advantage of the fact that charge carriers can be
induced in graphene by an application of gate voltage. This generates an electric őeld
in the insulating region between the graphene channel and the gate electrode. By
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Figure 3.1: (a) A general diagram of the őeld-effect transistor. Taken and modiőed
from [71]. (b) The typical GFET with solution-based isolation of gate electrode used
in bioanalytical sensor [72].

the gate voltage, it is possible to change the type and charge carrier density in the
graphene channel. Electrons in graphene channel are induced by positive gate voltage,
while holes are induced by negative gate voltage.

3.2 Characteristics of GFET-based biosensor

A GFET based sensor consists of a graphene channel placed on a non-conductive sub-
strate layer (e.g., SiO2, polymers, etc.) between D, S electrodes. The G electrode
can be assembled in back-gate, top-gate, or combined conőguration that is shown in
Fig. 3.1b. Considering the detection of biological samples, GFETs generally operate in
the top-gate conőguration1. Such an arrangement is also referred to as a solution-gate
regime since the gate electrode (usually Ag/AgCl, Ag, or Pt wire) is immersed in a
media containing the target molecules (electrolyte).

The graphene channel serves as a transducer element of a biosensor and is respon-
sible for the transport of electrical current. At the same time, it serves as a support
for the biological recognition element (bio-receptor). The detected molecules from the
analyte adsorb onto the recognition layer and react with bio-receptor molecules. This
alters the charge carrier density in the channel and results in alternations of GFET’s
electrical characteristics, and provides information about detected molecules. For the
modulation of density and polarity of charge carriers in the graphene channel, a po-
tential is applied at the G electrode. In the electrolyte, an electric-double layer (EDL)
formed by the redistribution of ions in the medium acts as an insulator separating
the gate from the channel. Depending on the method of measurement, we observe
differences in either the drain-source current or the drain-source voltage, commonly
computed to resistance (or conductance).

1in a back-gate configuration the conductive bottom substrate acts as the G electrode, this type is
favored as a gas sensor [70]
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The top-gate setup is also more advantageous for biosensors, since the solution
isolating the gate electrode can incorporate a detected biochemical substance. To
prevent current leakage from ionic conduction, S and D electrodes are commonly insu-
lated from the analyte solution. As for the insulating material, polydimethylsiloxane
(PDMS), poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA), silicone rubber, SU-8 resist, and other
epoxy-based polymers are frequently employed [32, 70, 73, 74].

Electrical characterization

The detection mechanism of the GFET biosensor is based on changes in electrical
metrics of the graphene channel induced by changes in the analyte solution. Changes
in the density of charge carriers include the generation of charge carriers (when the
drain-source current increases), or the reduction of the change carrier mobility (drain-
source current decreases). Moreover, the charge carrier mobility similarly inŕuences
the drain-source current. However, in case of adsorption of molecules at the surface,
the inŕuence of charge carrier density is dominant. In biosensing applications, the
effects of the biological sample can be monitored by two approaches: by comparing the
electrical transfer curves before and after exposure to the sample, or by dynamic real-
time detection [70]. Three standard curves characterizing the GFET device are shown
in Fig. 3.2-3.4, including examples from experiments performed by GFETs glucose
biosensors based on CVD-grown graphene from previous studies [17, 19].
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Figure 3.2: (a) A typical V-shaped transfer curve of a GFET, 𝐼DS as a function of 𝑉G.
The left branch (p-branch) represents an increasing density of holes, whereas the right
branch represents the increase of electron-density. The key characteristics of GFET
sensor: (b) shift of the Dirac point depending on the doping effect induced to the chan-
nel, (c) change in the transconductance of holes 𝑔m(h) or electrons 𝑔m(e) corresponding
to the mobility, (d) change in the output current amplitude, including the Dirac point.
Taken and modiőed from [70]. (e) Charge transfer curves of GOx functionalized GFET
in response to a glucose solution of various concentrations at 𝑉DS = 100mV (the units
mM refer to a molar concentration 10−3 mol/L). GOx molecules were entrapped in silk
protein. Taken from [17].

The transfer curves (Fig. 3.2) represent the output drain-source current 𝐼DS
2 as a

function of the gate voltage. It is obtained by sweeping the gate voltage 𝑉G while
2or resistance as RDS = VDS/IDS, or conductance GDS = 1/RDS
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maintaining a őxed drain-source voltage 𝑉DS. Graphene exhibits a characteristic V-
shape transfer curve representing the bipolar behavior of the őeld effect. An important
feature of the transfer curves is the Dirac point3, which indicates the minimum density
of charge carriers - and thus minimum conductance. In GFET, the Dirac point divides
the curve into two branches according to the type of the majority charge carriers in
the graphene channel (at the DP, the populations of holes and electrons are equal).

Furthermore, the curve can be characterized by the slope 𝑔m of the linear part of
the p- or n-branch. The slope is called the transconductance and is given by:

gm =
𝑊

𝐿
𝜇CTotVDS, (3.1)

where 𝑊 and 𝐿 are the width and length of the graphene channel, respectively. 𝜇

is the mobility of charge carriers, and CTot the gate-electrolyte (here denoted "total")
capacitance. The total capacitance for solution-gate GFET is commonly determined
using the capacitance of an EDL in the electrolyte solution at the graphene surface
and quantum capacitance of the graphene layer [70].
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Figure 3.3: (a) A typical output curve of a GFET, 𝐼DS as a function of 𝑉DS at a őxed
𝑉G. The amplitude of the drain-source current increases with the applied drain-source
voltage, gDS represents the slope of the output conductance. The yellow area represents
the expected linear regime. Taken from [70]. (b) The output curve of a GFET from
Ref. [19], utilized as a glucose sensor. The graphene channel was functionalized by GOx
through a linker molecule PSE. 𝑉DS as a function of drain-source current 𝐼DS with the
variation of 𝑉G from −1.5 to 1V. The dotted arrow shows the direction of the shift in
the Dirac point.

The output curve, illustrated in Fig. 3.3, represents the output drain-source current
𝐼DS as a function of the drain-source voltage 𝑉DS. The gate voltage 𝑉DS is őxed at a
constant value. As the applied 𝑉DS increases, the output current increases. For a very
high quality design, i.e. a high quality graphene layer, electrodes, and mutual contacts,
the output curve is expected to have a linear shape at low gate voltages.

For the detection of biological analytes in real time, the evolution of the output

3or charge neutrality point
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Figure 3.4: The real-time drain-source current 𝐼DS measurement of the silk/GOx
functionalized GFET glucose sensor from Ref. [17]. (a) The current responses to the
addition of interfering substances, such as uric acid, ascorbic acid, and bovine serum
albumin, and to the sequential addition of glucose from 200 s. (b) The current responses
to the glucose solution of various concentrations (in mM) at a őxed 𝑉G = 0V.

drain-source current 𝐼DS (for a őxed gate voltage) is monitored as a function of time
(Fig. 3.4). The analyte solution containing detected molecules is injected during the
measurements to reach a desired concentration. The advantage of real-time measure-
ments, is the ability to immediately test the selectivity of a given sensor when exposed
to other interfering substances, as shown in Fig. 3.4b [70].

Mobility of GFET

In the solution-gate GFET, the electrical double layer works as a top-gate dielectric
layer. This double layer forms between graphene and the solution at the graphene-
solution interface when a voltage is applied to the gate electrode. The value of the
charge carrier mobility 𝜇 may be approximated and indicates the ability of the carrier
(hole and electron) to drift in a material depending on the applied electric őeld4. First,
we deőne the area of graphene that will be exposed to the electrolyte and consider it
as a metal disc of the radius 𝑟. Then, the capacitance of the dielectric layer formed
between graphene and electrolyte interface (EDL), CEDL is given by equation [19]:

CEDL =
2𝜋𝜖0(𝜖r + 1)𝑟

tan−1(2ℎ(𝜖r + 1)/𝑟𝜖r)
, (3.2)

where ℎ, 𝜖0, 𝜖r are the thickness of the EDL (usually in the range of Å to a few nm),
the vacuum permittivity, and the relative permittivity of the electrolyte solution, re-
spectively [19, 61, 72, 75]. Since the arrangement corresponds to capacitors in series,
the total solution-gate capacitance (CTot) can be calculated by the following equation:

CTot =
CEDLCq

(CEDL + Cq)
, (3.3)

where Cq is the quantum capacitance of the graphene layer [19, 72]. In the linear

4the drift velocity is calculated as: vd = µE, where E is the applied electric field
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regime of the transfer characteristic, the mobility 𝜇 for electrons and holes is given by:

𝜇 =
∆𝜎

CTot∆VG
=

(︂

∆𝐼DS𝐿

𝑉DS𝑊

)︂

/(CTot∆𝑉G), (3.4)

where ∆𝜎, 𝐿,𝑊,∆𝐼DS, 𝑉DS, and ∆𝑉G are the differential conductance, the length and
the width of the channel, differential drain-source current, drain-source voltage, and
differential gate voltage, respectively [19, 76, 77].

Fermi level shift of graphene

For pristine graphene, the Fermi level (𝐸F) is located at the Dirac point. Once the
graphene is doped, the Fermi level shifts away from the Dirac point. The Fermi level
shift (∆𝐸F) is deőned as the energy difference between the Fermi level and the Dirac
point. For the p-doped graphene, the Fermi level is below the Dirac point due to
electron-accepting groups adsorbed on graphene. In case of p-doped graphene the
Fermi level is above the Dirac point, and electron-donating groups are introduced [78].

In GFET, the Fermi level shift of graphene can be estimated from the electrical
measurements as:

∆𝐸F = −𝑠𝑔𝑛(𝑛) · 𝑣F · ~ ·
√︀

𝜋 · |𝑛|, (3.5)

where 𝑣F is the Fermi velocity of graphene, ~ is the reduced Planck constant, and 𝑛 is
the charge-carrier density (positive for holes, negative for electrons). In a solution-gate
GFET, the carrier density of graphene is estimated by the following equation:

𝑛 =
CTot · 𝑉DP

𝑒
, (3.6)

where CTot in the total capacitance from Eq. 3.3, 𝑒 is elementary charge, and 𝑉DP is
the gate voltage at Dirac point [61, 79].

3.3 Glucose GFET biosensors based on GOx

The majority of glucose sensors utilize the selective reaction of glucose with glucose
oxidase. The reaction cycle adapted for graphene employed as the transducer element
is illustrated in Fig. 3.5. Glucose is converted to gluconolactone, while the enzyme
GOx is reduced and cycles back by producing hydrogen peroxide. The oxidation of the
latter is catalyzed at the graphene surface and the current measured is proportional to
the glucose concentration. In GFET devices, the change in the potential drop at the
gate/electrolyte interface caused by the reaction cycle in Fig. 3.5 is accompanied by a
change in the gating of the channel in a manner that allows for the determination of
glucose concentration [80].

A key step of the fabrication of GFET glucose biosensors is to immobilize the bio-
recognition element GOx to the surface of the graphene channel. For example, Shin
et al. [81] demonstrated glucose sensor based on palladium nanoŕower decorated CVD
graphene combined with GOx and Naőon functionalization. The sensor showed high
selectivity and an exceptionally high sensitivity with a minimum detectable level up to
1 nm. Nevertheless, the main approaches to GOx immobilization when used in GFET
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sensors adopt a stable attachment of GOx molecule via linker PSE5 (Fig. 3.6b), or
entrapment of GOx in a compound.

D-glucose

D-glucono-1,5-lactone

GOx

GOx + e -

H2O2

O2 Graphene + e -

Graphene

Figure 3.5: Reaction cycles for detection of glucose in devices utilizing a graphene
electrode. Modiőed from [80].

Immobilization of GOx by the linker PSE

In 2001, Chen et al. [82] presented the immobilization of proteins on single-walled
carbon nanotubes6. The sidewalks of CNTs were functionalized with the linker 1-
pyrenebutanoic acid succinimidyl ester in a non-covalent way. This treatment preserves
the essential electrical characteristics derived from the sp2 CNTs electronic structure,
given by their building block graphene. The PSE molecules dissolved in an organic sol-
vent (DMF = dimethylformamide or methanol) irreversibly adsorb onto the hydropho-
bic surface of CNTs. Fig. 3.6a shows the linker PSE decomposed into constituent parts.
The highly aromatic pyrenyl group of PSE creates 𝜋 − 𝜋 bond with CNTs’ sidewalks
and thus provides a stable őxation. Fig. 2.2d illustrates the linker PSE attached to the
surface of graphene. The succinimidyl groups of PSE are highly reactive and tend to
form a stable amide bond with most proteins through the nucleophilic substitution of
𝑁 -hydroxysuccinimide ester end by an amine group in the protein.

To perform the functionalization of graphene-like materials, the samples are incu-
bated in a 1-pyrenebutanoic acid succinimidyl ester solution. In this study [82], authors
incubated CNTs in 6mM PSE solution in DMF, or in 1mM PSE in methanol, for 1 h at
room temperature. Later, the PSE functionalization process suitable for graphene was
investigated. Wu et al. [83] showed that the dominant factor for PSE functionalization
is the incubation time, not the concentration of the PSE solution. Additionally, after a
long incubation time, the interaction between graphene and PSE saturates. Thereafter
for graphene, the combination of 5mM concentration and incubation time of 2 hours
became widely utilized. The incubation is then followed by rinsing in pure DMF (alter-
natively methanol or isopropyl alcohol) and deionized water to remove excess unbound
PSE residues.

The initial successful functionalization of the CNTs by PSE was followed by Beste-
man et al. [59], who introduced further immobilization of the GOx enzyme via the
linker PSE (Schematic representation of such immobilization is shown in Fig. 1.2). On
one side the linker PSE binds to the single-walled CNT through van der Waals coupling,

5the same approach was implemented to develop our graphene-based glucose biosensor
6which are basically graphene sheets rolled up into tubes
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and on the other side binds covalently to the GOx enzyme. Such a functionalization
was conőrmed using AFM. After the addition of GOx, the height of PSE-modiőed
CNTs increased for 1 − 4 nm which is in good agreement with the height of dry GOx.
The authors examined the electrical properties of CNTs in a solution-gate conőgura-
tion during individual steps of functionalization, and conőrmed that the non-covalently
bound linker alone did not affect the conductance of the CNTs-based device channel.
The subsequently attached GOx signiőcantly reduced it, which was attributed to a
change in the capacitance of the tube, rather than a simple electrostatic interpreta-
tion. Another feature brought by GOx is a strong pH-dependent conductance of the
channel for pH values in the range of 4 − 5.5. Furthermore, the effect of glucose (in
the form of a solution in deionized water) on the conductance of GOx-functionalized
CNTs was tested. During a real-time electronic response measurement, an increase
of conductance associated with glucose addition has been proved (change of 10% for
0.1M glucose solution). Such an increase is the result of the selective reaction of glucose
with GOx, since the uncharged glucose is unlikely to change the tube-electrolyte double-
layer capacitance7. This paved the way for further research into biosensors based on
graphene-like structures with biomolecular immobilization, including glucose sensors
with immobilized GOx.

1-Pyrenebutanoic acid succinimidyl ester (PSE)

Pyryne group

Butane

Succinimidyl group

Ester

1-pyrenebutanoic acid succinimidyl ester (PSE)

(a) (b)

Figure 3.6: (a) The linker PSE decomposed into constituent parts. R denotes alkyl
or aryl group or hydrogen, R’ denotes alkyl or aryl group. (b) A molecular dynamics
simulation of GOx dimer bound to the graphene surface via linker PSE (orange). Taken
from [84].

Since the non-covalent functionalization approach by PSE is the least disruptive of the
surface orbital structure of graphene, it proves to be the best choice in situations when
one wishes to best retain the electronic properties of pristine graphene. Therefore,
additional information are introduced about the PSE linker molecule.

The yellow solid polyaromatic hydrocarbon PSE is soluble in organic solvents such
as chloroform, 𝑁,𝑁 -dimethylformamide, dimethyl sulfoxide, and methanol [85]. In the

7this was confirmed by the fact that the conductance of unmodified graphite electrode did not show
any changes after the addition of glucose
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view of the fact that graphene structure is considered as an inőnite aromatic molecule,
after PSE functionalization, it adopts parallel stacking on its surface, as demonstrated
on the benzene rings in Fig. 2.2a, b. The aim is to maximize the graphene-PSE inter-
action, since PSE has four 𝜋 − 𝜋 binding sides [61]. The binding of PSE to CNTs was
investigated by AFM; measurements performed before and after PSE functionalization
showed the height difference 2 − 3 nm [86]. However, in Ref. [62], the thickness of
the PSE layer on the CVD graphene sheet was determined as ∼ 0.7 nm due to the self-
terminating ability of the PSE linker. Moreover, the spacing of PSE-graphene stacking,
i.e. graphene C atoms and the pyrene group of PSE molecule, was determined by DFT
calculations as 2.3Å [62].

Han et al. [87] investigated the background of the structural details and the non-
covalent adsorption of PSE onto graphene sheet. Based on enthalpy calculations on
minimized structures, the study presented that two optimal packing conőgurations are
favourable, one at the density of one PSE per 24 graphene atoms and one PSE per 40
graphene atoms.

The doping effects of PSE on graphene were investigated by monitoring the shift
of Dirac point voltage and by DFT calculations in Ref. [61], and [62], respectively.
The results show that because of its electron-accepting property, the PSE imposes a
p-doping effect on graphene. Calculations of the partial density of states have shown
that the p orbital of C atom in the graphene lattice and the s orbital of nearest H atom
in PSE molecule are slightly hybridized.

Over and above the immobilization of functional groups, the PSE exhibits ŕuores-
ncence in blue range of the spectrum, thus, is commonly used as a ŕuorescent dye for
labeling applications, or to create environment-sensitive bioconjugates. Furthermore,
it is used for the characterization of cyclodextrin-based polyrotaxanes, the detection
of nucleic acids, polyamines, probing lysozyme in human serum, and as a substrate for
measuring polymerases, recombinases, topoisomerases activity [85].

Immobilization of GOx by the linker PSE

In 2014, You et al. [17] presented another approach to GOx immobilization on CVD
graphene which consisted of GOx entrapment. For the biosensor to be sufficiently
ŕexible, mechanically robust, easy to prepare, and biocompatible, the CVD graphene
channel was coated with a compound of GOx and a silk protein őbroin. The silk
protein was employed as both the GOx immobilizer and the substrate element. The
assembly of silk őbroin results in localized nano-scale pockets where enzyme could be
entrapped8, as shown in Fig. 1.2b.

One year later, Zhang et al. [89] introduced a whole-graphene FET sensor, in which
CVD-grown graphene was used as both the channel and the gate electrode. The gate
electrodes were modiőed with GOx entrapped in biocompatible polymers including
chitosan and Naőon. The device showed a detectable range from 0.5mM to 1mM,
suitable for the detection of glucose in body ŕuids, in which the glucose levels are
much lower that in plasma.

8similarly, Lu et al. [88] reported that silk fibroin can maintain enzyme activity for over 10months
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3.4 State of art

In 2010 Huang et al. [60] presented a GFET biosensor for the detection of glucose
molecules based on functionalized CVD-grown graphene. Large-sized graphene placed
on a quartz substrate was functionalized with the enzyme GOx immobilized on its sur-
face by the intermediate linker PSE (represented in Fig. 3.6b). The authors introduced
a successful procedure for the functionalization of GFET, which became a model for
further development of such a sensor, including ours. First, the graphene device was
incubated with a solution of PSE in DMF. After this modiőcation, it was incubated
overnight with GOx in a phosphate buffer (PBS). AFM images of graphene őlm be-
fore and after the complete functionalization conőrmed a good enzyme coverage of the
graphene sheet.

Glucose molecules were detected in the FET conőguration of the sensor via 𝑉G

applied on Ag/AgCl solution-gate electrode. Transfer curves (𝐼DS vs. 𝑉G) showed an
increase in graphene conductance and a slight shift of the Dirac point indicating the p-
doping effect of glucose. Since graphene was initially p-doped, it denoted that electrons
generated from the oxidation reaction were not detected, but rather its product, hydro-
gen peroxide. On the other hand, when exposed to gluconolactone (another product
of the glucose-GOx reaction) the channel’s conductance did not undergo any changes.

Real-time detection measurements9 (𝐼DS vs. 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒) were performed at constant
drain-source voltage 𝑉DS and zero gate voltage 𝑉G, while the drain-source current 𝐼DS

was continuously monitored. Glucose was gradually added to the analyte reservoir with
a PBS solution, causing an increase of the 𝐼DS upon higher concentrations.

Two years later, Kwak et al. [19] demonstrated a similar glucose GFET sensor placed
on a ŕexible, durable, and biocompatible substrate polyethylene terephthalate (PET).
The experimental apparatus of the sensor is shown in Fig. 3.7a. At the two opposite
ends of the CVD-grown graphene őlm, drain and source electrodes were placed, which
consisted of conductive silver paint. To maintain the same active area of the sensor’s
surface, a well made out of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) was attached on top of the
graphene channel. Platinum wire was used for the top solution-gate electrode. The
applied gate voltage induces the adsorption of ions on the graphene surface, which
modulate the graphene channel conductance.

First, the hydroxide peroxide (H2O2) was detected, as it is the őnal product of
the reaction of glucose and GOx (reaction in Eq. 1.2). The measured range of H2O2

concentration was between 0 − 4mM, and for higher concentrations, the Dirac point
shifted to lower 𝑉G (Fig. 3.7b). Such a shift indicates the n-type doping character of
H2O2 due to the direct electron transfer on the graphene surface.

Fig. 3.7b shows the transfer curves for glucose detection at a őxed value 𝑉DS = −0.2V.
As well as for H2O2, the Dirac point shifted towards lower 𝑉G upon the increasing glu-
cose concentration. The measurable range of the sensor was from 3.3 to 10.9mM of
glucose, mostly covering the reference range of medical examination for diabetes di-
agnostic. Detection of glucose was performed on samples with ŕat and bent PET
substrate and both showed similar behavior of the transfer curves. Nevertheless, the

9also called time series, or continuous monitoring
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Figure 3.7: (a) The experimental apparatus of the solution gated GFET sensor based
on GOx immobilized via linker molecule PSE. (b) Charge transfer curves in response to
the glucose concentrations, which corresponds to graphene n-doping. The Dirac point
shifts towards lower 𝑉G for higher glucose concentration. Taken from [19].

bent substrate exhibited an improved signal thanks to the extended effective reaction
area of the channel.

In addition, the authors also examined the response to a gradual increase in glucose
concentration (i.e. real-time measurement), showing that the GFET-based sensor met
adequate resolution as well as continuity.

As mentioned above, the silk őbroin-encapsulated GFET biosensor from Ref. [17]
utilizing CVD graphene was developed for glucose detection. To maintain the same
active area for detection, a thin PDMS őlm with drilled holes was used on the GOx/silk
őlm. The drain and source electrodes were fabricated from Au layer adhesively attached
to a subjacent layer of Ti, the solution-gate electrode was connected through a second
shadow patterned mask.

The charge transfer curves of the device (shown in Fig. 3.2e) demonstrate the
change of channel’s conductance in a response to different glucose concentrations. For
a őxed value VDS = 0.1V and increasing glucose concentration, the Dirac point shifts
toward higher VG, indicating the p-doping effect. The measurable range of glucose
concentration of the sensor was reported to be from 0 to 13mM, with a linear response
dependence between 0.1-10mM. The authors further tested the continuous response
of the sensor upon increasing glucose concentration, as well as to the substances that
often adversely affect glucose detection (Fig. 3.4a). For common interferences such as
uric acid, ascorbic acid, or bovine serum albumin, and the sensor did not show any
response (i.e. no change in sensor’s conductance). The sensor was able to recognize
glucose at a concentration of only 0.1mM, moreover, high selectivity was conőrmed.
Additionally, the time series measurement shown in Fig. 3.4b proved that the sensor
responded continuously to the ŕuctuation of glucose concentration in less than 10 sec.
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4. Fabrication of the sensor
The experimental part is focused on the design and fabrication of the selective graphene-
based biosensor, including measurements of its transport responses to speciőc analytes.
Graphene represents the transducer element in the biosensor. To engineer speciőcity
in such a device, it is necessary to functionalize the graphene surface with molecules
able to speciőcally recognize the detected molecules. Glucose solutions of various con-
centrations were chosen as the detected analyte, and the selectivity of the sensor was
achieved by employing glucose oxidase as the recognition element. The speciőcity
constant of GOx for glucose, which represents how efficiently an enzyme converts a
speciőc substrate into products, is at least 30 times higher than for other sugars [90].
The immobilization of GOx on the graphene surface is achieved by the functionaliza-
tion process itself using a PSE linker molecule. An essential part of the experiment was
the conőrmation and characterization of the functionalization, which was performed
using Raman spectroscopy and atomic force microscopy.

4.1 Sensor description

Figure 4.1a illustrates the diagram of the fundamental sample utilized for the biosen-
sor. The biosensor is based on a 525 µm thick silicon substrate, a 285 nm thick SiO2

layer, CVD-grown graphene, and Au electrodes. In the biosensor devices, the Si-based
substrate is a suitable choice thanks to a low-cost and mature technology, fundamen-
tal for mass production and the possibility of integration in a miniaturized electronic
devices [91].

SiO2

Si

Graphene

Source Drain

Glucose

Glucose oxidase

Linker PSE

VG

Insulation

IDS
VDS

Electrolyte (analyte)
Gate

Au

SiO2

Si

2.2 mm

Graphene

(a) (b)

Figure 4.1: (a) A schematic representation of the fundamental sample used in the
biosensor. (b) The experimental apparatus of the solution-gated biosensor device. The
graphene channel is functionalized with PSE linker molecules and immobilized glucose
oxidase which reacts with glucose in the solution.

CVD-grown graphene on copper foil is őrst spin-coated with a thin layer of PMMA.
Then, the PMMA/graphene/Cu őlm is immersed in Fe(NO3)3 solution until the Cu is
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completely etched away. The released PMMA/graphene őlm is washed by DI water
and transferred onto a SiO2/Si substrate with gold electrodes spaced 2mm apart made
by electron beam lithography. Finally, the PMMA layer is removed by acetone, IPA
and ethanol, and Au electrodes are used as a contacting area for wires connected to
an electrical circuit. However, water molecules are trapped between the graphene and
the substrate layer due to the transfer process or long exposure to ambient conditions.
The interfacial water causes graphene to tear when dripping or washing graphene with
aqueous solutions. In order to prevent the tearing, the samples were annealed at 170 ∘C
for 30minutes to remove the water.

4.2 Biological and chemical materials

Phosphate buffered saline 10xPBS of pH 7.4 was purchased from Lonza and di-
luted serves as a stock solution for glucose oxidase and glucose. 1xPBS buffer with
ionic strength 162.7mM was utilized to stock glucose oxidase to emulate physiolog-
ical environment. The ionic strength is directly proportional to the concentration
of ionized species. The term is used to express the effect of ions in solution on
the electrostatic potential [92]. To obtain 10mL of 1xPBS, 1mL of 10xPBS buffer
KH2PO4.NaCl.Na2HPO4 was diluted in 9mL of DI water.

1-Pyrenebutanoic acid succinimidyl ester linker molecules (dry powder) and the
solvent dimethylformamide, both purchased from Sigma-Aldrich were used in the
form of 5mM solution for the őrst step of the graphene functionalization.

Glucose oxidase enzyme (lyophilized powder) purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, was
prepared at a concentration of 10mg/mL in phosphate buffer.

D-(+)-glucose (anhydrous powder) purchased from Sigma-Aldrich was utilized for the
preparation of glucose solutions. A set of solutions with different values of glucose
concentration in PBS was used for the measurement. The molar concentration or also
the substance concentration expresses the substance amount of a substance dissolved
in a unit volume of solvent by the equation:

𝑐 =
𝑛

𝑉
=

𝑚

𝑀𝑉
(mol/L, M), (4.1)

where 𝑛 is the amount of the solute in moles, 𝑉 is the volume of the solution, 𝑚 is the
mass of the solute, and 𝑀 is the molar mass of the solute.

To give an example, for 1mL of 1mM glucose solution, 1mL·1mM·180 g/mol= 0.18mg
of glucose is diluted in 1mL of the PBS buffer (from Eq. 4.1). Similarly, for a 5mM
linker solution, 2mg of PSE in 1mL of DMF was mixed, where the molar mass of PSE
is 385 g/mol.

4.3 Functionalization of graphene with PSE and GOx

Since the non-covalent functionalization approach is the least disruptive of the surface
orbital structure of graphene, it is the best choice in situations when one wishes to
best retain the electronic properties of pristine graphene. This is achieved by the non-
covalent attachment of a bifunctional PSE linker to the graphene surface. The PSE
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then serves as a support for the subsequent binding of the enzyme glucose oxidase.
Parts of the functionalization aspects are shown in Fig. 4.2. The fundamental

samples comprised of Si/SiO2 substrate, graphene, and Au electrodes were incubated
in 5mM PSE solution in DMF at room temperature for 2 hours to attach PSE on
graphene. Then, the GFET device was washed with IPA and DI water, sequentially, to
remove adsorbed linker molecules and to make the surface free from solvents. After that,
10mg/mL GOx in 1xPBS was introduced to the sample in the refrigerator overnight to
attach onto PSE molecules. PSE is a bifunctional linker that contains a pyrene group
that stacks with graphene by 𝜋−𝜋 stacking, and an N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) ester
that reacts with primary amines of protein, or enzymes [31]. Finally, the sample rinsed
with a 1xPBS buffer to remove excess unreacted GOx, and furthermore rinsed with DI
water to clean the salts from the graphene surface.

PSE/DMF

(a) (b)

(c)

Analyte reservoir

Fundamental sample

Water-soaked paperGOx/PBS droplet

Figure 4.2: The functionalization procedure. (a) The sample immersed in PSE/DMF
at RT, to bind the PSE linker to the graphene surface. (b) The sample glued to
an integrated circuit to facilitate the handling of the electrical measurements for the
device. The GOx/PBS droplet on the surface of the sample during the subsequent
immobilization of GOx. (c) Following the functionalization, a silicon reservoir is placed
on the graphene channel to facilitate the operation and to maintain the same active
area.

4.4 Challenges during the functionalization

There were several challenges in manufacturing the sensor. The functionalization pro-
cess itself is time and material consuming. DMF is a strong organic solvent that
penetrates commonly used resists, gels or plastics which are utilized to deőne areas
of graphene and makes them swell. Owing to its polar aprotic characteristics [93],
DMF also dissolves most adhesives, tapes or organic compounds, thus when rinsing,
DMF contaminates graphene surface with impurities. Therefore, it is not possible to
place everything in the sensor arrangement őrst, including deőning the detection area,
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and electrical contacting, and then perform the őrst functionalization step to bind the
PSE molecules. Although the evaporation rate of DMF is low, it is also inappropri-
ate to functionalize graphene with a drop of PSE/DMF on the surface due to the
mentioned contamination during rinsing. In addition, the DMF droplet shows a spon-
taneous spreading and spills over the entire surface. This is because DMF exhibits
high wettability compared to water [94]. In the őrst functionalization step, it is more
advantageous to immerse the whole fundamental sample in the solution (as seen in
Fig. 4.2a). It was later proved by AFM analysis, that samples immersed in PSE/DMF
bound the PSE molecules more strongly and homogenously than samples dripped by
this solution. After that, the sample is glued to the expander and connected to the
electrical circuit.

In contrast, the wettability of PBS is similar to that of water which allows perform-
ing GOx functionalization by simply dripping a sample with GOx/PBS solution. Later,
testing of the sensors revealed that it was convenient for the buffer to be refrigerated
for the mixing with GOx. Binding of GOx takes from 10 to 16 hours, during which
time the aqueous PBS solution can evaporate signiőcantly. To prevent the evaporation
of the solution from the sample surface, it must be placed in saturated water vapors.
This was accomplished by placing the sample on soaked dust-free paper enclosed in
a Petri dish. Moreover, it is necessary to monitor the temperature and time when
handling GOx. The lyophilized enzyme is stored at −15 °C and stored in a refrigera-
tor after mixing with PBS. The enzyme mixed with PBS gradually loses its activity,
therefore it is necessary to prepare it fresh before each functionalization and perform
the measurement as quickly as possible.
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5. Characterization of the functional-

ization process
Raman spectroscopy was applied for the structural analysis of the deposited graphene,
in particular to conőrm the presence of monolayer graphene and the non-covalent func-
tionalization on graphene surface. AFM was used to characterize the surface morphol-
ogy of graphene upon individual functionalization steps.

5.1 Characterization by Raman spectroscopy

To verify the nature of binding between PSE molecules and graphene, Raman spec-
troscopy measurements were carried out before and after treatment with PSE. The
measurement was performed under room temperature on an NTEGRA Spectra instru-
ment from the manufacturer NT-MDT. The laser excitation 532 nm was used and the
power was set below 1mW to avoid the sample heating. In order to minimize the errors
due to the variations in graphene samples, the data were taken in 4 different points
of sample and averaged. The Raman spectra are shown in Fig. 5.1a,b, where the blue
curve represents the Raman spectrum of untreated graphene, the red curve represents
PSE functionalized graphene.

The most important characteristics in Raman spectra of single-layer graphene are G
peak lying at 1582 cm−1 (representing graphite) and 2D peak, lying at 2700 cm−1. The
G peak belongs to the double degenerate phonon mode in the middle of the Brillouin
zone. It is the only one visible in őrst-order Raman scattering and is mainly based on
sp2 orbitals. In the absence of defects, the intensity of the 2D peak is greater than
the 𝐺 peak, and with increasing number of defects or greater graphene doping, this
differences decreases. The disordered D peak at 1350 cm−1 is not obvious until defects
exist in graphene samples [95].

After the PSE functionalization, in the region around the G band, several peaks
related to PSE appear. These characteristics can be seen in the broader spectrum of
Fig. 5.1b. A slight increase in the intensity of the D peak at 1350 cm−1 was observed
and is attributed to the sp3 orbital hybridization of the PSE molecule with graphene
plane [61, 96]. This suggests the PSE functionalization did not signiőcantly alter the
doping level and causes minimal disorder in the graphene [97]. Other characteristic
peaks of the corresponding PSE molecule were observed at 1241 cm−1, 1394 cm−1, and
1436 cm−1, and are consistent with the Raman spectra of PSE from previous studies [52,
98, 99]. The D’ peak located around 1623 cm−1 is obvious, as shown in detail in
Fig. 5.1c, and is attributed to pyrene group resonance [58, 96, 62, 100]. The intensity
ratio of the G peak and its shoulder D’ peak after functionalization, 𝐼(𝐺)/𝐼(𝐷′), is
between 8− 9. Moreover, the presence of PSE is further supported by the background
of the spectra caused by ŕuorescence emission of the PSE known as a ŕuorescent dye,
as shown in the ŕuorescent background of spectrum Fig. 5.1b. It is worth mentioning
that the Raman spectra were taken after the sample had been rinsed and dried, further
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conőrming the attachment of the PSE linker to graphene. For comparison, Fig. S8.1
in Chapter 8 - Supplementary material contains previously published Raman spectra
of PSE functionalized graphene.
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Figure 5.1: Raman spectra of (a) graphene and (b) graphene functionalized with PSE
in DMF. Raman G peak for (c) The distribution of the intesity ratio 𝐼(𝐺)/(𝐷′) of PSE
functionalized graphene and (d) the corresponding 𝐺/𝐷′ Raman intensity ratio map.

5.2 Characterization by atomic force microscopy

Atomic force microscopy imaging was performed to measure the change of the graphene
topography during the functialization process. The method provides a quantitative
information about the shape of the enzyme GOx adsorbed on the sample. The topo-
graphical images were collected using Bruker Dimension Icon in tapping mode (with
ScanAsyst auto-optimization of gain, setpoint and scan rate).

All the functionalization steps are shown in AFM images of graphene ŕakes in
Fig. 5.2. After the őrst step (Fig. 5.2b), no signiőcant modiőcation of the graphene
surface can be seen, indicating that the PSE coverage is uniform. After immobiliza-
tion of GOx (Fig. 5.2c), a noticeable modiőcation of graphene ŕakes appear. Major
portion of the graphene surface is covered with the enzyme molecules. Individual
GOx monomers or dimers are barely distinguishable, as their lateral dimensions are
approximately 6.5 x 5 nm and 10 x 6 nm, respectively [101]. The visible globules of lat-
eral dimensions of tens of nanometers correspond to clusters composed of multiple
molecules commonly occuring at high enzyme concentration [101].

Topographic data were analysed to determine the thickness of graphene, the PSE
layer and the GOx layer. Fig. 5.3 shows height proőles taken from AFM line scans of
untreated graphene, PSE functionalized graphene, and graphene functionalized with
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Figure 5.2: AFM images of the functionalization procedures: (a) untreated graphene,
(b) PSE functionalized graphene, and (c) graphene functionalized with PSE and immo-
bilized GOx. The sample was introduced to PSE in DMF for 2 hours, and to GOx in
PBS for 16 hours. The scanning area is 1.5 µm.

PSE and immobilized GOx molecules. In order to minimize the errors due to the varia-
tions in height proőles, data from 10 line scans were averaged over two AFM images of
scanning areas of different size. Signiőcant height alternations due to graphene layering
or impurities were not included in the averaging.

The line scans show the height of CVD-grown graphene ∼1 nm (Fig. 5.3a), which
can be attributed to the presence of the graphene monolayer. The őrst functionalization
step resulted in an uniform, ∼0.8 nm thick layer of self-assembled PSE on the graphene
surface (Fig. 5.3b), which is in agreement with results published in Ref. [62, 102].

The line scans conőrmed the immobilization of the GOx molecules (Fig. 5.3c). The
line scans taken from 1.5 x 1.5 µm scanning area, elevation proőles were read in areas of
uniform coverage that are more prevalent. These regions show an average increase of
about 4 nm in height, which corresponds to a single layer of GOx molecules immobilized
on the surface. In case of line scans taken from 9 x 9 µm scanning area, the average
layer height was ∼ 1 nm higher than for the smaller scanning area. This conőrms the
presence of three-dimensional clusters in which at least two layers of molecules are
present. The concentration of three-dimensional clusters is lower than that of single-
layered clusters, as can be seen in AFM image (Fig. 5.2c), and is in an agreement with
results reported in Ref. [101].

Nevertheless, it must be pointed out, that the GOx enzyme molecules are also
present on SiO2. The enzyme coverage does not show signiőcant height contrasts in-
dicating the presence of large clusters. Such results suggest that the molecules are
immobilized on SiO2 by physisorption, because the covalently bound molecules tend to
form larger clusters with a slightly lower concentration on the surface, as reported in
Ref. [101, 103].

Furthermore, the procedure for GOx immobilization was tested for a shorter time
(10.5 h) and at a slightly lower concentration of GOx in PBS. Similar features were
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Figure 5.3: AFM line scans of (a) untreated graphene, (b) PSE functionalized
graphene, and (c) graphene functionalized with PSE and immobilized GOx. The gray
curves represent 0.8 µm line scans derived from AFM images in Fig. 5.2 used for the
statistical evaluation. The colored curves are shown as a representative plot and illus-
trated in the inset őgures. (d) Comparison of average height proőles for each step of
the procedure. (e) A model of the GOx molecule on the surface in a lying position,
taken from [101].

observed in various AFM images, shown in Fig. 5.4a,b. As in the case of the images in
Fig. 5.2, GOx molecules are adsorbed on the SiO2 surface. However, black holes of tens
of nanometers in diameter are visible in the GOx layer on the graphene surface. Such
results correspond to an arrangement, in which a few GOx molecules are linked to each
other on the surface in a tight cluster with a hole in the center, as published in Ref. [101],
and illustrated in Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) image in Fig. 5.4c,d.
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Figure 5.4: AFM images of graphene functionalized with PSE and immobilized GOx:
(a) size 6 x 6 µm, (b) size 1 x 1 µm. The sample was introduced to PSE in DMF for
2 hours, and to GOx in PBS for 10.5 hours. (c) STM image of a GOx monolayer ad-
sorbed on the surface size 100 x 100 nm, and (d) zoom of (c), both taken from Ref. [101].
(e) The line scan represented by the dashed white line in AFM image (b).
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6. Electrical characterization
After conőrming the functionalization of graphene, the electrical measurements were
performed. First, the transfer characteristics in the GFET arrangement were measured
to determine graphene doping. The order of the individual electrolyte concentrations
given in the legends always corresponds to the order in which the experimental mea-
surement itself was performed. Furthermore, the real-time sensor responses were in-
vestigated. Measurement parameters setting and data acquisition were controlled via
LabVIEW designed program [104].

In order to preclude the GOx molecules from degradation, the functionalized graphene
channel was prevented from being exposed to air during the measurement. When the
concentration of the glucose solution was varied, a certain volume of electrolyte was
őrst removed and then the same volume was added. The resulting concentration was
then recalculated.

Optimizing buffer

As mentioned above, in solution-gated FET devices, the electrical-double layer formed
between electrolyte and graphene acts as an insulator. The thickness of the insulating
layer is known as the Debye length and depends on the ionic strength of the electrolyte.
In high ionic strength electrolytes, the Debye length is shorter than in those with lower
ionic strength [72]. In GFET biosensors, the interaction between detected molecules
and bio-receptor molecules immobilized on the conductive channel must occur within
the Debye length [100]. Otherwise, the channel faces a severe charge screening effect. In
order to effectively detect glucose molecules with GOx functionalized graphene channel,
the buffer solution has to be diluted to reach a larger Debye length. For an aqueous
solution at RT, this length becomes 𝜆D(nm)= 0.304/

√
𝐼 where 𝐼 is the ionic strength

in mol/L [70]. The Debye length of highly ionic 1xPBS is around 0.7 nm [100], which is
much smaller than the measured PSE/GOx layer of 4−10 nm (Fig. 5.3). Therefore, the
detection measurements of glucose were carried out in 0.01xPBS with ionic strength
1.627mM and gives 𝜆D of approximately 7.6 nm, which is therefore large enough to
contain the point of interaction between GOx and glucose molecules. 10mL of the
buffer was prepared by diluting 0.1mL of 1xPBS in 9.9mL of DI water.

Sensor details

The electrical measurements in this chapter were performed on a sensor consisting of
graphene ŕake (4 x 4mm) on a Si/SiO2 substrate forming the fundamental sample. To
improve the stability of graphene to liquids and cleaning, the fundamental sample was
annealed for 30 minutes at 160 °C in atmospheric conditions. The sample was then
immersed for 2.25 h in 5mM PSE/DMF to attach the linker molecules. Subsequently,
the sample was alternately rinsed twice with water and twice with IPA. The edges of
the sample were insulated with Kapton tape to prevent charge leakage through the
substrate. The graphene was contacted with silver conductive paste and connected
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to an electrical circuit by wires. A GELPAK® őlm reservoir for the analyte of about
4mm2 was formed on top of the sample. A drop of GOx/1xPBS mixed just before
dripping was placed in this reservoir. The sample was put into the refrigerator for
15 hours. Finally, it was rinsed several times with 1xPBS to wash away the unbound
enzyme and intensely with water to wash away the salts from the buffer. In the
production of this sensor, the smallest possible time delay between the individual steps
was achieved. The electrical measurements took place immediately after the GOx
functionalization. The sensor in the GFET measuring arrangement with the solution
gate is illustrated in Fig. 4.1b.

6.1 Charge transfer curves

In the proposed solution-gate FET, the conductance of the graphene channel is modu-
lated by the gate voltage. To measure the transfer characteristics of the solution-gate
GFET, a lock-in ampliőer Standford Research SR830 with the resistor 10MΩ in series
was employed. Such resistance is much higher compared to the resistance of the sample,
thus low current ŕow through the sample is maintained and the channel is prevented
from damaging. The signal amplitude was set to 1V, time constant 100ms, and fre-
quency 1333Hz. The gate voltage was applied by immersing a tungsten wire electrode
into the PBS analyte on top of the GFET device. Figure 4.1b illustrates a diagram of
the GFET-based glucose biosensor. The conductance of the graphene channel changed
with the applied solution gate. The outcome of this measurement is the transfer curve,
i.e. the device resistance (𝑅DS vs.𝑉G) curve (as represented in Fig. 3.2). The point of
maximum resistance on this curve is called the Dirac point and its position describes
the doping of graphene.

Glucose solutions were prepared by mixing dry glucose in 0.01xPBS buffer. To
determine the doping effect introduced by the PBS, 12 µL of the buffer was őrst added
to the graphene channel and transfer curves were measured. The Dirac point stabilized
at −0.29V and no further shift was observed even after 6minutes. This value served
as a reference value for pure PBS and suggests that PBS n-dopes the functionalized
graphene channel. Glucose concentrations in the transfer curves follow the established
color convention, blue corresponds to PBS, pink to 5mM, green to 7 − 8mM, red to
10mM, and orange to values above 20mM.

Transfer curves were measured for glucose concentrations of 5mM, 8mM, 0mM
(PBS), 21mM, respectively (Fig. 6.1). A positive shift of the Dirac point was ob-
served when glucose solution was introduced to the channel and cause p-doping re-
spective to initial doping introduced by PBS. For 5mM the Dirac point was shifted to
𝑉G = −0.25V and after a further increase to 8mM, it shifted slightly another 0.01V
to the right. Then the electrolyte was intensively diluted with PBS and the DP sta-
bilized at −0.29V which indicates, that it contained insigniőcant amount of glucose.
During the dilution, the electrolyte volume was still maintained at ∼ 12 µL. Next, glu-
cose was added to the channel resulting in 21mM and the DP moved towards positive
values. After 6minutes, the DP position has moved 0.03V from −0.26V to −0.23V,
exhibiting a slightly delayed response. All measurements indicating the positive shift
of the Dirac point correspond to graphene p-doping (removing electrons) by glucose
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Figure 6.1: Transfer curve of the GFET sensor in response to the addition of various
glucose concentrations in the range of 0 − 21mM. The circles indicate the position
of the Dirac point. For all glucose concentrations, the positive shift of DP from the
PBS position occurs when glucose is present. First, PBS was added to the channel at
0minutes and let for 6minutes. (a) and (b) contain the curves measured immediately
after the change in concentration and then after a few minutes. (c) Representative
curves for individual concentrations after stabilization selected from (a) and (b).

concentration increase. The electrolyte was then diluted from 21mM to 15mM, and
real-time measurements of the channel resistance took place.

6.2 Real-time response measurements

The resistance measurements of the graphene channel were performed using Keithley
6221 AC/DC Current Source and Keithley 2182 Nanovoltmeter. The resistance was
calculated from a voltage difference read by Keithley 2182 Nanovoltmeter. A resistor
with 1 kΩ was applied across the drain and source terminal electrodes.
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Figure 6.2: Overview of the real-time measurement. At 800 seconds, the gate po-
tential was changed from 0V to −0.3V, such that both p- and n-type doping of the
graphene channel in FET investigated.

The resistance of the graphene channel changed upon the interaction of glucose with
GOx immobilized on the graphene surface. At 0 seconds, the glucose concentration was
kept at 15 mM, and the concentration was changed every 100 second. The peaks in the
sensor response correspond to removing and adding the same volume of the electrolyte.
The őrst 800 seconds were measured in the n-type region at a gate voltage 0V (blue
curve in Fig. 6.2). Previous results from the transfer curves in Fig. 6.1 shown that in
the presence of glucose, the Dirac point is located to the right of 𝑉G = −0.29V. There-
fore, the gate voltage was switched to -0.3V, and the measurements were performed in
the p-type region close to the Dirac point (red curve in Fig. 6.2). Details of curves for
each region are shown in Fig. 6.3.

In the n-type region of GFET (𝑉G = 0V, blue curve in Fig. 6.3), as the glucose
concentration increases, the resistance of the graphene channel increases. This conőrms
the results from the transfer characteristics and the presence of glucose cause p-doping
of graphene. A slight response of the sensor was observed above the concentration of
∼35mM. Therefore, at 350 seconds, the glucose concentration was gradually reduced.
Finally, the concentration of 7mM was reached at 700 seconds. The resistance of the
channel returned to a lower value than the initial 15mM, indicating that the sensor
response is reversible.

The concentration 7mM was kept and at 800 seconds, the gate voltage was switched
to a value corresponding to the p-type region of GFET (𝑉G = −0.3V, a red curve
in Fig. 6.3). As the glucose concentration increases, the resistance of the graphene
channel decreases, conőrming again that p-doping occurs in the presence of glucose
molecules. Initially, as the concentration increased to ∼ 30mM, the shape of the curve
was affected by the hysteresis caused by the stabilization of the sensor after switching
the gate voltage. Nevertheless, the individual steps of the resistance decrease after
the addition of glucose are visible. At 1550 seconds, the glucose concentration was
gradually reduced and the channel response underwent an opposite trend. From 1900
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Figure 6.3: Detail of real-time response measurement for gate voltages 𝑉G = 0V>
𝑉DP and 𝑉G = −0.3V< 𝑉DP selected to the right and left of Dirac point. In both cases,
the glucose concentration was őrst increased and then decreased.

seconds, the sensor was set to stabilize at 7mM.

6.3 Further electrical measurements

Subsequently, the transfer curves were measured at 7mM. The Dirac point was sig-
niőcantly shifted up to 𝑉G = −0.20V (Fig. 6.4). The position of the DP was shifted
more towards positive values than for the concentration of 21mM previously measured
in Fig. 6.1. This can be attributed to the fact that the reaction of the GOx enzyme
is delayed and after intensive measurements up to 40mM, the accumulated glucose
residues still react with GOx. However, within 6 minutes the DP tends to gradually
stabilize at a lower value.

The electrolyte was diluted to 5mM and the sensor’s response in real-time was
monitored for 𝑉G = −0.1V (Fig. 6.5). This voltage corresponds to the n-type region,
and as expected, the resistance increased for higher glucose concentrations. Neverthe-
less, the sensor started to react with a delay and inadequately. For example, when the
concentration was initially increased to 16mM, the resistance decreased, which was
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Figure 6.4: Transfer curves for 7mM performed after the real-time measurements.

attributed to its delayed response on 5mM. The continuous measurement was termi-
nated shortly after dilution to 8mM, and to verify the delayed response of the sensor,
the transfer curve was measured.
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Figure 6.5: Real-time response measurement for the gate voltage −0.1V correspond-
ing to the n-type region of the FET sensor.

Fig. 6.6 show that after 3 minutes the DP is further shifted 0.03V to the right
from the previously measured value for 8mM, thus, the enzyme further interacts with
glucose. Therefore, the channel was rinsed and supplemented with pure PBS. Within
4minutes, all accumulated glucose near the graphene channel gradually reacted and
the Dirac point shifted from −0.23V to −0.29V corresponding to the clear buffer. By
adding glucose resulting in 10mM, the Dirac point shifted slightly by 0.02V to the
right. However, the sensor no longer responded to further increases of concentration.
After a few minutes, the Dirac point gradually shifted to the value for the pure buffer
(−0.29V) and stabilized at this value. This can be attributed to the depletion of the
activity of the bound GOx enzyme.
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Figure 6.6: Transfer characteristics (𝑅DS vs. 𝑉G) of the GFET device when exposed
to varying concentration of glucose.

6.4 Results summary

Graphene’s electrical properties are modiőed upon the presence of chemical dopants
and adsorbates. In the őrst functionalization step, the PSE molecules are introduced
to graphene and serve as a linker to anchor the enzyme GOx. The doping effects after
the surface modiőcation of graphene by the aromatic molecules PSE were investigated
in Ref. [53, 61]. It was revealed that PSE molecules have a p-doping effect on the
graphene channel employed in GFET.

In the second functionalization step, the GOx molecules are immobilized to the
graphene surface through a covalent binding between the succinimidyl ester group of
PSE and the amino group of GOx. The doping effect imposed by GOx is considered
negligible. GOx is composed of large macromolecules, in which the electroactive site
of ŕavin adenine dinucleotide is deeply buried within the enzyme [105].

However, the type of graphene channel doping can be determined only in the com-
plete setup used for electrical measurement, i.e. including 0.01xPBS serving as the
fundamental electrolyte. From the őrst transfer curves, it was found that graphene is
n-doped with a Dirac point at −0.29V in the presence of pure PBS (represented by
blue curves in Fig. 6.1, 6.6).

For all glucose concentrations, the p-type doping of the PSE/GOx functionalized
graphene channel was observed. However, the same p-doping effect in the presence
of glucose for graphene in the FET-based glucose sensor was published in Ref. [17].
The ŕavin adenine dinucleotide group in GOx catalyzes the oxidation of glucose as
summarized in Eq. 1.2 to form gluconic acid and H2O2. The H2O2 adsorb on the
graphene and a series of following reactions illustrated in Fig. 6.7 result in p-type
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doping of graphene in the presence of H+ [17].

electron transfer

(b) O-C chemical bond formation (c) H2O formation and drift away

introduction of H+

(a) H
2
O
2

physisorption

Figure 6.7: Schematic illustrations of p-type doping effect caused by H2O2 reduc-
tion reaction at graphene surface. (a) H2O2 physisorption without the formation of
a chemical bond. (b) breakage of the OśO bond in the adsorbed H2O2 molecule and
formation of one adsorbed OH group and the őrst H2O molecule; Electrons transfer
from graphene to H2O2 cause p-type doping to graphene. (c) Cleavage of the CśO bond
between oxygen and graphene and the formation of the second H2O molecule. H2O
molecules drift away with the electrons obtained from graphene. Gray color represents
carbon, red oxygen, white hydrogen. Taken from Ref. [17].

The transfer curves were not extensively tested for the sensor’s response to a gradual
decrease in concentration. Nevertheless, the őrst measurements in real-time (Fig. 6.3)
show a tendency of the channel resistance returning to the original values as the glucose
concentration decreases.

The initial measurement for gate voltage 𝑉G = 0V from Fig. 6.3 was chosen as
the most veriőable for comparing the sensor response. The evaluation was based on
the relative change in resistance (𝑅 − 𝑅0)/𝑅0, where 𝑅0 and 𝑅 are the resistance of
graphene channel before and after the change in glucose concentration, respectively
(𝑅 values were read after 80 seconds). Due to the difficulty of evaluation, the value for
11mM was not included. In each step, the change in concentration was in the range of
5−14mM, and the change in resistance was about 1 %. As the concentration decreased,
the relative change in resistance was lower, which is attributed to the accumulation of
glucose around the enzyme molecules. Such changes in resistance are not signiőcant,
however, it should be noted that these correspond to tens of Ω and to changes in current
𝐼DS in the order of µA units. Similar results have been reported in the literature for the
detection of glucose by GOx-functionalized GFET. For example, changing the glucose
concentration by 10mM (from 0mM) resulted in 𝐼DS change of ∼ 4 µA in Ref.[60],
∼ 6 µA in Ref. [19], and ∼ 14 µA in Ref.[17].

During the last transfer curve measurements shown in Fig. 6.6, the enzyme activity
was gradually depleted, which may have occurred for several reasons. The detection
area (∼ 4mm2) in the fabricated sensor was relatively small comparing to that of
previously published GFET-based glucose sensors. During the whole measurement,
the electrolyte concentration on the graphene channel was changed more than thirty
times and the enzyme could also wash away. Furthermore, high concentrations above
35mM were used, which is more than őve times more than in commercial glucometers,
since the reference range of medical examination for diabetes is generally made at the
glucose level under 7mM [17].

In order to accurately characterize the response of the sensor to a certain glucose
concentration, it is suggested that measurements are performed more elaborately. In
this case, to perform only one type of electrical measurement (transfer curve/real-time
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response) on the same sensor in order to avoid interference. In addition, it is necessary
to evaluate and include the required stabilization time in both measurement setups. To
determine the sensitivity, measurements of multiple sensors manufactured in a uniőed
manner are further required.
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7. Conclusion

In recent years, intensive research has been focused on the development of graphene-
based bioanalytical sensors in FET conőguration. In the GFET, graphene is employed
as the conductive channel and serves as the sensing platform for the detection. To
detect the existence of speciőc biomolecules in a target sample, a functionalization by
recognition molecules to graphene is necessary to be performed. Such GFET-based
devices then enable the detection of, e.g. nucleic acids (DNA single-nucleotide poly-
morphism, DNA and RNA sequences) [31, 98, 106, 107], opioids [108], proteins [96],
or viruses such as ebola, pathogenic rotavirus [109], or newly emerging coronavirus
SARS-CoV-2 [110, 111, 112].

Based on previous studies, the analytical section of this work contemplates meth-
ods of functionalizing pristine graphene. Emphasis is given to fundamental advances of
glucose sensing principles and related materials. Building on prior őndings, it is shown
that the functionalization of graphene with 1-pyrene butanoic acid succinimidyl ester
enables a stable linker bridging for the attachment of a functional group. Further, as
a result of the surface modiőcation by the PSE linker molecule, the immobilization of
an enzyme glucose oxidase on graphene is reported. This covalent attachment of an
enzyme glucose oxidase enables the molecular recognition of glucose. The surface mod-
iőcation during GOx immobilization was proved by Raman spectroscopy and Atomic
force microscopy.

The Raman spectra of graphene before and after PSE functionalization support
that the graphene surface has been non-covalently functionalized with PSE. The disor-
dered D peak lying at 1350 cm−1 mildly increased, and the D’ peak attributed to the
pyrene group of PSE appeared at 1623 cm−1. Emergence of several peaks (1241 cm−1,
1394 cm−1, and 1436 cm−1) further conőrmed the modiőcation of graphene surface with
linker molecules.

AFM was used to characterize the surface morphology of graphene surface upon
individual functionalization steps. The modiőcation of the surface by PSE molecules
indistinguishable in the AFM images, but the line spectra conőrmed the formation of a
PSE layer with a thickness of ∼1 nm on the graphene surface. A clear modiőcation of
the surface occurred due to GOx immobilization, with the appearance of peaks having
similar height and good distribution on the sample surface. The GOx coverage led to
an additional average height increase of 4 − 5 nm, such results show good agreement
with expected dimensions of the GOx molecule.

Furthermore, it was successfully demonstrated that glucose can be detected using
a biosensor based on functionalized graphene. The detection of glucose was performed
at varying glucose concentrations in the phosphate buffered saline. The fabricated
biosensor was tested in the solution gated FET setup with concentrations range of
0 − 21mM. When only PBS was present in the detection area, the graphene channel
was n-doped with the Dirac point at the gate voltage -0.29V. The Dirac point shifted
towards positive values up to -0.20V when glucose was introduced to the electrolyte
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and caused p-doping of graphene.
The continuous response of the sensor was tested and monitored through changes in

resistance of the functionalized graphene channel. The range of glucose concentration
from 5 up to 40mM was measured with different steps. In agreement with results from
previously published studies [17, 19, 60], a change in concentration of 10mM results
in changes resistance corresponding to µA units in the drain-source current. Real-time
measurements conőrmed that the presence of glucose caused p-doping of the graphene
channel, as was the case with the transfer curves. Both measured setups show that the
sensor response is reversible, however, during intensive measurements a gradual delay
of the sensor response and depletion of the activity of the enzyme GOx occur.

In this work, a biosensor based on the functionalization of CVD graphene was suc-
cessfully designed, manufactured, and tested for glucose detection. This report should
provide a springboard for the further development of graphene-based biosensors not
only in our laboratories. The initial functionalization of graphene by a PSE linker al-
lows the immobilization of several different receptor molecules utilized for the detection
of biological substances. These include, for example, probe aptamers for DNA detec-
tion [52], as well as exosomes [31], cortisol [99], Escherichia coli[100], or SARS-CoV-2
spike [112] antibodies.
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Figure 8.1: Raman spectra of graphene before and after PSE functionalization from
previous studies showing characteristic features induced by PSE molecules. Ref. [61]:
(a) Raman spectra before (black curve) and after (blue curve) functionalization, and
(b) detailed representation of G peak with new D’ peak. Green rectangle represents
the disorder D peak. Ref. [96]: (c) Raman spectra before (black curve) and after (red
curve) functionalization, and (d) detailed representation of the region near G band.
Ref.[98]: Raman spectrum of graphene after PSE functionalization with several new
bands observed near the D and G peaks.
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